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Abstract

During the Indian summer monsoon period 2008, regular measurement flights were
performed by the CARIBIC aircraft between Germany and India. Measurements in-
cluded whole air sampling and subsequent analysis for greenhouse gases (CH4, CO2,
N2O, SF6) and in-situ measurements of CO, O3, and H2O. For all these tracers a dis-5

tinct monsoon signature was observed in the longitude range 50–80◦ E south of 40◦ N
at flight altitudes 8–12.5 km. The formation of a monsoon plume with enhanced mixing
ratios was observed for CH4, N2O, SF6, CO and H2O. The plume began to develop
in May and persisted through September, and maximum mixing ratios and maximum
spatial extension of the plume were observed in August. For CO2 and O3 a minimum10

was observed. The amplitude of the CO2 seasonal cycle was larger than at compara-
ble latitudes outside the monsoon region, and the CO2 spring maximum was observed
with a delay of one month. Different tracer relationships show strong spatial variations
across the plume. The comparison with NOAA ground station data shows a clear en-
hancement for CH4, N2O, SF6 and CO and a decrease in CO2 mixing ratios. Assuming15

seasonally invariant SF6 emissions based on the EDGAR 4.0 inventory, monthly emis-
sions were estimated for the period June–September for CH4, N2O, and CO, and the
CO2 uptake was estimated. While for N2O an emission decrease during the monsoon
period was derived, emissions of CH4 were highest in September indicating a differ-
ent seasonal cycle of emissions. Net CO2 uptake by the vegetation was largest in20

September.

1 Introduction

The Asian monsoon is a major meteorological phenomenon during Northern Hemi-
sphere summer. The temperature differences between the Asian landmass, especially
the Tibetan Plateau, and the Indian Ocean, drive a cyclonic circulation over the Indian25

Ocean at low altitudes (Hoskins and Rodwell, 1995; Hsu et al., 1999). At the same time,
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during the summer monsoon period an anticyclone develops in the upper troposphere
(Krishnamurti and Bhalme, 1976). The summer monsoon, and thus the rainy season,
typically reaches Southern India in early June, and it usually starts to retreat at the
beginning of September (IMD, 2008; Joseph et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009). The mon-
soon circulation not only profoundly influences the large scale dynamics of the lower5

and upper troposphere, but it also is accompanied by enhanced troposphere – strato-
sphere exchange (Chen, 1995; Traub and Lelieveld, 2003; Fu et al., 2006; Krishnamurti
et al., 2008). Model calculations combined with satellite measurements suggest that
the monsoon convection and subsequent transport through the upper-level anticyclone
moistens the stratosphere (Lelieveld et al., 2007). This mechanism may also be re-10

sponsible for transport of pollution into the stratosphere.
During the summer monsoon, strong and widespread convection occurs over India,

the Bay of Bengal and over the Tibetan Plateau, partly over densely populated regions
where strong emission sources are located. Surface air masses with enhanced levels
of H2O, CO, and many other trace gases are lifted and subsequently mixed into the15

large-scale circulation. The rapid convective vertical transport of polluted boundary
layer air thus leads to enhanced mixing ratios of many trace gases in the upper-level
anticyclone.

In addition, the intense precipitation associated with the summer monsoon affects
the activity of several sources. For instance, CH4 emissions from wetlands and rice20

paddies increase, CO2 uptake by plants increases, while CO emissions from wildfires
and agricultural waste burning are expected to decrease. The monsoon meteorology
therefore not only influences the dynamics of the upper troposphere, it also affects its
chemical composition. Air masses carrying a distinct monsoon signature such as en-
richment of CH4 can accumulate in the anticyclone, leading to the formation of a local-25

ized maximum that persists throughout the summer. In the following, the word “plume”
denotes this large, quasi-stationary feature.
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Satellite observations reveal strong seasonal variations of various tracers in the an-
ticyclone. High summer time mixing ratios over South Asia were reported for CO (Fu
et al., 2006; Park et al., 2008), for H2O (Park et al., 2004; Fu et al., 2006; Randel
and Park, 2006), and for CH4 (Park et al., 2004; Schneising et al., 2009; Xiong et al.,
2009). Other trace gases that were observed to be enhanced in the monsoon region5

included NOx (Park et al., 2004), HCN, C2H6, and C2H2 (Park et al., 2008). In addition,
a concomitant decrease of O3 was observed (Randel and Park, 2006; Liu et al., 2009).
These observations were explained to be due to convective uplifting of boundary layer
air in the monsoon region (Randel and Park, 2006) and were shown to be in agreement
with model results, for example from the MOZART model. Simulations predicted high10

mixing ratios of CH4 in the anticyclone between 60◦ E and 120◦ E around 30◦ N at pres-
sure altitudes between 300 and 100 hPa, as well as elevated levels of H2O and NOx,
in accordance with observations from the HALOE instrument (Park et al., 2004). The
model also calculated a CO maximum at ∼15 km altitude, in agreement with MLS and
ACE-FTS measurements (Park et al., 2009). Moreover, calculations using the TM315

model generally agree with the observation of elevated CH4 mixing ratios, although
the model cannot accurately reproduce the position of the plume (Xiong et al., 2009).
Satellite instruments, despite their limited vertical resolution, can provide information
on the altitude range of the observed tracer enhancements. The observed monsoon
plume in CH4 is for example reported by the AIRS instrument to extend from 500 hPa20

to 150 hPa (Xiong et al., 2009), the MOZART model predicts a vertical extension from
∼300–150 hPa (Park et al., 2004).

Strong variations during the summer monsoon period are also expected for CO2 with
its pronounced seasonal cycle related to photosynthesis and respiration. The drop in
boundary layer concentrations for this greenhouse gas should be reflected by upper25

tropospheric levels due to rapid and widespread convective transport. Signatures of
the Asian monsoon in upper tropospheric CO2 have indeed been observed, e.g. by the
IASI satellite instrument (Crevoisier et al., 2009). However, most studies based on CO2
measurements by satellites concentrated on different aspects of the CO2 distribution,
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mainly taking a more global approach or focusing on highly industrialized regions rather
than the Asian monsoon region (e.g., Chédin et al., 2003; Buchwitz et al., 2007a,b;
Schneising et al., 2008).

Although an increasing number of satellite remote sensing observations of various
trace gases is becoming available, systematic in-situ measurements of the composi-5

tion of the upper troposphere are scarce in the areas most influenced by the Asian
summer monsoon. Most studies investigating the influence of the monsoon circula-
tion, such as the Arabian Sea Monsoon Experiment or the Bay of Bengal Monsoon
Experiment (Sanjeeva Rao, 2005; Bhat and Narashima, 2007), involved ground and
ship based measurements but no in-situ measurements in the upper troposphere. The10

Indian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX) did include aircraft measurements, but investi-
gated the transport of pollution over the Indian Ocean in winter (Lelieveld et al., 2001).
The Mediterranean Intensive Oxidant Study (MINOS) captured the outflow of pollu-
tants from the monsoon anticyclone and their westward transport. It was shown that
the upper troposphere over the Mediterranean was strongly influenced by long-range15

transport from the monsoon region (Lelieveld et al., 2002; Scheeren et al., 2003).
To study the influence of the Indian summer monsoon on the composition of the

upper troposphere, not only over the Indian Ocean but also over land, 16 flights with
the CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on
an Instrument Container, www.caribic-atmospheric.com) aircraft took place between20

Frankfurt, Germany, and Chennai, India, from April to December 2008. Next to CH4
and CO2, two other greenhouse gases, N2O and SF6 will be discussed. SF6, an
entirely anthropogenic gas, can be used as a tracer to estimate the emissions of the
other greenhouses gases during the monsoon time. Further tracers measured are CO
which, compared to the aforementioned greenhouse gases, has a short lifetime and25

H2O and O3, which show a very different behavior in the monsoon plume.
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2 Technical and analytical details

CARIBIC is a long-term atmospheric measurement program. It is based on the use of
a fully automated scientific instrument package in a 1.5 t container aboard a passenger
aircraft which is equipped with an advanced multi-probe inlet system (Brenninkmeijer
et al., 2007). The present CARIBIC system came into service in December 2004,5

and since then it is operated monthly aboard a Lufthansa Airbus A340-600 passenger
aircraft. With typical cruising altitudes ranging from 8.5 to 12 km (corresponding to 300–
180 hPa), the CARIBIC aircraft frequently crosses the tropopause at mid-latitudes. At
low latitudes the free tropical troposphere is probed. Figure 1 shows the CARIBIC flight
tracks between Frankfurt (50.03◦ N, 8.54◦ E) and Chennai (12.99◦ N, 80.18◦ E) in 2008.10

Flights were performed monthly April through December. Usually one set of flights
consisted of four consecutive flights, i.e. two round trips from Frankfurt to Chennai
within three days, with exception of July and October, when only one round trip was
performed.

The CARIBIC instrument container houses a range of in-situ trace gas and aerosol15

analyzers, complemented by an aerosol sampler and a whole air sample collection
system (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007). The latter comprises a pumping unit and two
separate sampling units, each containing 14 glass cylinders with a volume of 2.67 l.
Depending on the flight altitude, the total sample collection times range from 30 to
90 s, corresponding to a spatial resolution of about 7 to 21 km. Depending on the flight20

altitude, the air sample volume ranges from 9 to 11 l (STP). In order to get a higher
spatial coverage along the flight track, given the number of samples carried aboard
being limited to 28, sampling took always place during only the first round trip Frankfurt-
Chennai, with 14 samples being filled on the first outbound flight and 14 samples on the
corresponding return flight. Samples were taken at even time steps with on average25

one sample per half hour. In total, 251 whole air samples were collected during the 16
long-distance flights. After returning from the final flight leg, the container is de-installed
from the aircraft. Subsequently, the sample units are removed and the pressurized
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samples are analyzed in several laboratories. The standard greenhouse gas analysis
is performed for all samples as soon as possible, usually within two days after the
last flight. Briefly, it comprises simultaneous measurements using a HP 6890 gas
chromatograph of CH4 and CO2 with a flame ionization detector (FID) and of N2O
and SF6 with an electron capture detector (ECD) (Schuck et al., 2009). The average5

precision obtained for the flights between Frankfurt and Chennai in 2008 is 0.12% for
CH4, 0.07% for CO2, 0.11% for N2O, and 0.9% for SF6. Calibration is based on seven
standard gas mixtures acquired from NOAA-ESRL. To calculate mixing ratios in dry air,
the continuously measured total water mixing ratio is used for correction (see below).

A description of all instruments of the CARIBIC container and the inlet system is10

given in Brenninkmeijer et al. (2007). The package comprises several in-situ instru-
ments for on-line measurements of various trace gases, among them CO, O3, and
H2O. The air flow for measurements of CO and O3 is through the same sampling line
used for the collection of whole air samples with sampling perpendicular to the flight
direction. CO is measured using a vacuum ultraviolet fluorescence instrument that is15

operated with a time resolution of 1 s and is calibrated in flight every 25 min. The un-
certainty estimated from the propagation of the uncertainties of calibration gas and the
standard deviations of the measurement, zero, and calibration signals is typically 1.9%
or 1 ppbv, whichever is greater. O3 is measured using a dual-beam UV-photometer
with a time resolution of 4 s. Comparisons with a laboratory standard showed that at20

a time resolution of 4 s a precision of 0.3 ppbv (or 0.3%, whatever is highest) and a total
uncertainty of ∼1.5% can be achieved.

For measurements of H2O two instruments are used, a commercial chilled mir-
ror frost point hygrometer (CR2, Buck Research, total uncertainty 0.5 K, time reso-
lution 30–300 s) and a fast two-channel photo-acoustic laser spectrometer (precision25

0.5 ppmV, time resolution 5–10 s), using laser light to excite water molecules and mea-
suring their thermal relaxation. Two separate sampling lines are used to allow for
measurements of gaseous and condensed water. Both instruments are supplied with
air from an inlet facing flight direction for the detection of both, gaseous and condensed
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water including ice particles (total water). The total water mixing ratio is used for the
calculation of greenhouse gas mixing ratios in dry air. In addition, the second chan-
nel of the photo acoustic detector is connected to an orifice perpendicular to the flight
direction for the detection of water vapor only.

The position and selected meteorological data recorded by the aircraft systems are5

provided to the CARIBIC master computer with a time resolution of 1 s. The master
computer also records signals from different pressure and temperature sensors in the
container and the inlet probe, and it communicates with the instruments via an Ether-
net network, activating and de-activating them and continuously monitoring their status
during a flight. To avoid sampling of polluted air in the vicinity of airports, measure-10

ments only take place at outside pressures below 650 mbar. Eventually, all data are
reported in terms of the time signal from the master computer.

The routinely produced meteorological plots and trajectory calculations for each flight
are based on meteorological analysis data from the European Centre for Medium range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (van Velthoven, 2009). Trajectories are calculated 5 days15

backward with the KNMI trajectory model TRAJKS (Scheele et al., 1996) for every
3 min of flight. For the trajectory calculations global gridded ECMWF wind fields with
a horizontal resolution of 1◦×1◦ at time intervals of 6 h were used. Additionally, 8-day
trajectories are calculated for every 6 s of flight during the collection time of each whole
air sample. The ECMWF data themselves were also interpolated to the 3-D-location20

and time of the aircraft for every minute of flight for comparison with the measurements.
They were then slightly further interpolated to meet the 10 s-averages of the merged
observational data, and they were integrated in the same way as the continuous mea-
surements over the sampling period of the flask samples.

3 Meteorology25

In the upper troposphere, the Asian summer monsoon is associated with an anticy-
clone that forms in April over Southeast Asia at equatorial latitudes. In summer, this
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anticyclone drifts northwestward, eventually reaching the Tibetan Plateau around 20–
30◦ N (Krishnamurti and Bhalme, 1976; Hsu et al., 1999). In parallel, the westerly
subtropical jet weakens in spring and shifts to more northern latitudes while a weak
easterly jet develops at latitudes around 10◦ N (Krishnamurti et al., 2008). This east-
erly jet is a possible pathway for transport of pollution uplifted by convection from South5

Asia towards Northern Africa and the Mediterranean through the subsequent transport
by the Arabian anticyclone (Lelieveld et al., 2002). Most summer rainfall occurs on the
northern side of this easterly jet (Krishnamurti et al., 2008). During the dry season,
rainfall occurs mainly south of 10◦ N (Krishnamurti et al., 1997).

The monsoon anticyclone is bordered by the westerly jet on its northern flank and10

in the south by the weaker easterly jet. Measurements of the zonal wind speed can
be used as an indicator for the location and drift of the anticyclone. Therefore, of the
observables that are recorded by the CARIBIC system, the horizontal wind speed is
the one best suited to characterize the meteorological situation during a flight and to
follow the seasonal changes. Figure 2 shows the westerly component of the horizontal15

wind speed averaged over 10 s intervals as a function of latitude for the flights to and
from Chennai in 2008. The latitudinal variation of the zonal wind speed shows dis-
tinct changes throughout the year and can be used to identify the summer monsoon
months. Panel a shows the distribution of the wind speed in summer from June through
September. Maximum westerly wind speeds (positive numbers) are recorded north of20

∼35◦ N with values around 40 m/s. There is no localized maximum of the wind speed,
but rather a plateau in the latitudinal distribution. South of 25◦ N, easterly winds (neg-
ative numbers) with speeds up to 30 m/s are observed. Maximum wind speeds of the
tropical easterly jet are around 35 m/s at pressure altitudes around 175 hPa (Krishna-
murti et al., 2008). The CARIBIC aircraft cruises at altitudes around 300–200 hPa, thus25

crossing the lower part this easterly jet, where maximum wind speeds are lower. Fig-
ure 3 shows a pressure level map of the wind speed at 250 hPa based on ECMWF data
for the flight from Frankfurt to Chennai on 13 August. The cruise altitude during this
flight varied between ∼240 hPa and ∼215 hPa. Clearly discernible are the large scale
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anticyclonic circulation, the easterly jet south of 20◦ N, and the westerly jet around
40◦ N.

Panel b of Fig. 2 shows the wind speed for November and December 2008. The
westerly jet now extends further south and a pronounced maximum of the wind speed is
observed around 25–30◦ N, with maximum values of 60 m/s in December. Similar lati-5

tudinal distributions were observed during flights between Germany and the Philippines
via China in winter. Not shown are the flights that took place in April, May and October.
During these transition months, wind speeds are lower than in winter, comparable to
the maximum levels in summer. The latitudinal distribution does not show a clear max-
imum and no tropical easterly jet was present in the latitude range 10–40◦ N. Studying10

the behavior of the horizontal wind speed as a function of latitude for all flights to India
and to the Philippines for three years (2006–2008) shows that the common seasonal
classification scheme according to month may not be appropriate. This is especially
true since the transition between the summer and the winter mode does not happen
at the same time each year. For example, in 2008, May was still a transition month,15

while in May 2007 during flights between Germany and the Philippines a summer-type
profile was observed. These differences reflect the interannual variations of the upper
tropospheric circulation and the varying onset times of the summer monsoon.

Generally, the rainfall season in India is expected to last from 1 June to 30 Septem-
ber (Joseph et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009). In 2008, the onset of the monsoon rains20

over Southern India was on 31 May, and they progressed north slightly faster than
usual, with total coverage of India about 5 days earlier than the long-term average from
1941–1990. Overall, average amounts of rain were reported by the India Meteorolog-
ical Department for the whole season, but with large variations in time, even causing
severe flooding in some areas. After a rain surplus in June, a rain deficiency was25

observed in July followed by average rainfall in August and September, and large spa-
tial variations were observed. In 2008, the monsoon started to retreat in September,
somewhat later than the long term average (IMD, 2008). Consequently, the features
of the summer monsoon meteorology, namely the easterly winds at latitudes around
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15–25◦ N are still observed during the CARIBIC flights on 10 and 11 September, and
in the present analysis September is considered a summer month. According to the
latitudinal variation of the horizontal wind speed, October was a transition month, while
Fig. 2 shows a winter signature for November and December.

4 Measurements in the monsoon plume5

4.1 The CH4 plume

The most prominent feature observed in trace gas mixing ratios during the flights be-
tween Germany and India is the enhancement in upper tropospheric methane mixing
ratios during summer. Figure 4 shows the latitudinal distribution of CH4 for spring
(April and May), summer (June to September) and autumn (October). The sea-10

sons were classified according to the zonal wind speed as described in the previ-
ous section. Shown are all tropospheric samples that were collected south of 40◦ N.
Whereas the CARIBIC aircraft is always in the troposphere at tropical latitudes, it
frequently crosses the tropopause in the mid-latitudes. Here, the selection of tro-
pospheric samples is based on potential vorticity by excluding PV values >1.3 PVU15

(1 PVU=̂10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1). Excluded are 19 samples, all collected north of 25◦ N
in spring and autumn and north of 30◦ N in summer. The total number of tropospheric
samples collected south of 40◦ N is 96. Included for comparison is the monthly average
CH4 mixing ratio observed in the corresponding period at the Mauna Loa Observatory
(MLO, 19◦ N, 155◦ W, 3397 m a.s.l.) (Dlugokencky et al., 2009). This station has been20

chosen because it is a high altitude station, situated in the latitude band where the
monsoon plume is observed, but not in a region influenced by direct emissions and
monsoon circulations.

In April and May (upper panel), little latitudinal structure is observed, and the values
on average agree with those at MLO. Nonetheless, a small relative enhancement is25

visible around 20◦ N, whereas around 30◦ N mixing ratios are slightly lower. In summer
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(middle panel), the development of a pronounced CH4 plume can be seen. In June,
values north of 30◦ N are still at the background level, whereas south of 30◦ N an en-
hancement of up to ∼35 ppb occurs. This plume grows in July and August when it ex-
tends further north and reaches a maximum value of 1907.4±2.2 ppb in August around
28◦ N, 112.8 ppb above the mean value of 1794.6 ppb observed at MLO in August. This5

amplitude agrees with that of ∼100 ppb observed by the AIRS satellite instrument (cf.
Fig. 4 in Xiong et al., 2009). In September, the maximum CH4 mixing ratios remain
high, but are observed at lower latitudes than in August as the plume weakens at its
northern end. This southward shift reflects the retreat of the monsoon.

In October (lower panel), the latitudinal distribution of the CH4 mixing ratio has re-10

turned to the background level with a weak latitudinal gradient except for the first sam-
ple collected after the departure from Chennai on 15 October. This sample was col-
lected during the ascent at an altitude of 8.6 km, while all other samples on the two
flights in October were collected at cruise altitudes above 10 km. Backward trajectories
indicate that for this flight section the air mass had crossed Eastern India at pressure15

altitudes below 400 hPa implying a high likelihood of urban pollution in the sample.
The trajectories for the neighboring samples had been above 400 hPa for at least 24 h
prior to sampling. The low altitude sample also had an exceptionally high water va-
por content of ∼2300 ppmv compared to 120–160 ppmv measured for the neighboring
samples and the corresponding sample on the inbound flight.20

Figure 5 compares the latitudinal distribution of CH4 for the summer months with that
of N2O, SF6, CO2, and CO. N2O and CO show a similar behavior, and their latitudi-
nal distribution closely resembles that of CH4. For both gases the monsoon plume is
observed between 15◦ N and 40◦ N in June, and the latitude at which their maximum
values are observed shifts northward between June and August, and southward again25

in September. In parallel, a broadening of the plume can be seen. SF6 also shows
an increase throughout summer. Due to the larger analytical uncertainty, its latitudinal
variation is less pronounced than for CH4 and N2O, but the southward shift from August
to September is also observed (cf. Figs. 7 and 8). The distributions of N2O, SF6, and
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CO that are similar to that of CH4 will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.

4.2 Formation of a CO2 minimum

For CO2, instead of the formation of a plume, the development of a minimum is ob-
served. In June, the distribution looks very similar to that of CH4, with a plume-like
structure south of 30◦ N. Around 20–25◦ N, the CARIBIC measurement is more than5

1 ppm higher than the corresponding monthly mean value of 388.35 ppm observed at
MLO. This indicates that surface level values of CO2 are still high when the strong
convection related to the onset of the monsoon sets in at lower latitudes, and upper
tropospheric levels of CO2 increase due to convective transport. In July, this plume dis-
appears and a small decrease in the CO2 mixing ratios at latitudes north of 30◦ N and10

a larger decrease at southern latitudes are observed. This trend continues in August
and September and the formation of a “negative” plume is seen with lowest mixing
ratios around 20◦ N. In September, this feature extends north to 40◦ N. No latitudinal
variation is seen for CO2 in spring and autumn (not shown).

In the monsoon region, the maximum mixing ratio of CO2 is observed in June, the15

minimum mixing ratio in September. In contrast, for all CARIBIC flights to Asia from
2006 to 2008, including flights between Germany and India and between Germany
and the Philippines, the maximum value is observed in May. Since the onset of the
monsoon rains has a strong influence on the timing of the growth period, the monsoon
activity could influence the seasonal cycle of CO2 and the time when maximum mixing20

ratios occur. In addition, it may also influence the amplitude of the seasonal cycle in that
region by enhanced vertical transport of low-CO2 boundary layer air in late summer.
In June, a mean CO2 mixing ratio of 388.57±0.39 ppm is observed, in September it is
381.21±0.33 ppm. Compared with monthly mean values measured at MLO (Conway
et al., 2009), a similar maximum value of 388.62 ppm is measured at the station. But25

while at MLO the maximum is observed in May, in the monsoon region it is observed
in June, with a delay of one month. The minimum value of 382.70 ppm at MLO is
observed in September, concomitant with the minimum in the CARIBIC data, but it is
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higher than the CARIBIC value. Correcting both datasets for an average linear increase
of 0.14 ppm month−1, derived from the time series of monthly mean CO2 mixing ratios
at MLO from 1969–2007, yields an amplitude of the seasonal cycle in 2008 of 6.48 ppm
at MLO and 7.79 ppm for CARIBIC.

For all CARIBIC flights between Germany and India and between Germany and the5

Philippines a mean amplitude of only ∼6 ppm was derived for latitudes 10–40◦ N. This
result is in agreement with a value of about 6 ppm derived from flask measurements
at 10–30◦ N by the JAL/CONTRAIL collaboration during flights between Japan and
Australia (Matsueda et al., 2008). These flights took place east of the monsoon plume
at longitudes 153–140◦ E in 1993–2007. In this data set, the maximum CO2 mixing10

ratio is typically observed in early May with a shift to the end of May at latitudes 10–
20◦ N, and the minimum is observed in late September. The fact that the amplitude of
the seasonal cycle decreases with altitude throughout the free troposphere (Gurk et al.,
2008), explains the somewhat smaller amplitude derived from aircraft measurements
in comparison with the value observed at MLO. However, despite the higher altitude of15

the aircraft, the amplitude observed in the monsoon region in 2008 is markedly larger
than that observed at MLO, and it is also higher than the average amplitude observed
at similar altitudes further east.

At ground level, the monsoon circulation is associated with a cyclonic flow of air
and southwesterly winds. These low-level winds transport air from more southern lati-20

tudes towards South Asia. In the beginning of the rainy season, CO2 in the continental
boundary is still relatively high, and the strong convection leads to the formation of
a CO2 plume at higher altitudes. With the growing season’s progress, additional CO2
is taken up by the vegetation. Because convection is still strong in late summer, low-
CO2 air is effectively transported into the middle troposphere where then lower CO225

values are observed in the monsoon region than at corresponding latitudes further
east, and the amplitude of the seasonal cycle increases.
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4.3 Latitudinal distributions of O3 and H2O

Ozone (O3) and water vapor (H2O) are important constituents of the atmosphere
discussed in many publications. The CARIBIC measurements also document their
changes during the summer monsoon. Figure 6 shows H2O (top panels) and O3 (bot-
tom panels) measurements integrated over the sampling period of each sample. In5

the latitudinal distribution of H2O, a systematic offset depending on the direction of the
flight route is noticeable for July, August and September. The reason is that samples
collected at identical latitudes do vary in altitude, because of systematic altitude differ-
ences between outbound and inbound flights. In the beginning of a flight, the cruise
altitude is usually lower due to the greater weight of the fully fueled aircraft. Therefore,10

flights from India back to Germany tend to show higher H2O mixing ratios for the south-
ernmost samples taken closest to Chennai. Touch-down and take-off in Chennai took
place within two hours during the night, and the southernmost sample was collected
about one flight hour away from Chennai. This means that no major difference in con-
vective activity due to different times of day should occur. Such an asymmetry is not15

observed for any of the other tracers with exception of one low-level sample in October
showing an exceptionally high CH4 mixing ratio (cf. Fig. 4).

During all months from April through December, higher levels of H2O were observed
towards southern latitudes with maximum values south of 20◦ N. In June, July, and Au-
gust, mixing ratios were always above 100 ppmv south of 25◦ N, with a steep decrease20

towards 30◦ N. In September, this step-like decrease was seen a little further south, at
23–25◦ N. In autumn and winter (not shown) the increase towards southern latitudes
was less steep, and it was observed as an increase over a wider latitude range with
values above 100 ppmv only south of 20◦ N.

O3 and H2O mixing ratios are generally seen to be anti-correlated throughout the25

observation period. During the summer months, a distinct increase of the O3 mixing
ratio from ∼60 ppbv to ∼100 ppbv can be seen between 25 and 30◦ N in Fig. 6. More-
over, the latitudinal position of this increase is shifted slightly southward in September.
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High mixing ratios of N2O and SF6 and PV values <0.6 PVU at latitudes south of 30◦ N
clearly indicate tropospheric air masses. The increase in O3 mixing ratios towards
northern latitudes between 25◦ N and 30◦ N is accompanied by an increase in PV
reaching maximum values of 1.3 PVU in summer. During the monsoon period, val-
ues of PV>1.5 PVU were only found north of 35◦ N. The position of the steep increase5

in O3 at latitudes around 25◦ N corresponds to longitudes around 65◦ E. The obser-
vation of elevated O3 mixing ratios in this region is in agreement with a summertime
tropospheric O3 maximum over the Middle East predicted by model calculations (Li
et al., 2001). This maximum has been observed at pressures between 450 hPa and
300 hPa with the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer, in agreement with observations10

from the MOZAIC project (Liu et al., 2009; Worden et al., 2009). Model simulations
showed that the southern part of the O3 maximum is dominated by the easterly outflow
of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, and it was proposed that the main contribution is
from tropospheric O3 production (Li et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2009). In addition to the
measurements of greenhouse gases, the CARIBIC air samples are also analyzed for15

a suite of non-methane hydrocarbons (Baker et al., 2009). These data indicate that
there are different regimes in the monsoon plume with variations in the O3 production
potential (Baker et al., 2010).

In the region of the monsoon anticyclone itself, satellite observations show an O3
minimum in the middle troposphere south of 25◦ N (Randel and Park, 2006; Liu et al.,20

2009), in agreement with what is observed during the CARIBIC flights. Data from
the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) for 1997–2000 show considerable
interannual variations in the strength and the extension of this O3 minimum (Liu et al.,
2009). In the region where the steep increase in O3 is observed in the CARIBIC data
(25◦ N, 65◦ E), a similar increase from values below 70 ppbv to more than 90 ppbv was25

observed by the satellite instrument at 200 hPa in 1997, 1998, and 2000. In 1999, it
was observed further north in the same longitude band. It has been suggested that
the formation of the O3 minimum is caused by tropical marine boundary layer air with
a low O3 content that is carried by the low level southwesterlies towards the monsoon
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region where the O3 depleted air is then transported into the free troposphere. It was
argued that the well defined O3 minimum is related to a blocking of northward flows
by the Himalayas and the subtropical jet, both representing a barrier to transport (Liu
et al., 2009). The steep cut-off observed in the H2O mixing ratio between 25◦ N and
30◦ N indeed indicates that convective uplifting of humid air is limited to this latitude5

band south of the Himalayas. Because the lifetime of gaseous H2O in the atmosphere
is only of the order of days, it is effectively not transported horizontally, and the H2O
plume is rather stationary, while tracers with longer lifetimes, such as the discussed
greenhouse gases, may experience advection leading to a larger latitudinal extension
of the plume in July, August and September. The atmospheric lifetime of O3 depends10

on photochemistry and is also influenced by convection (Lawrence et al., 2003), but
usually is of the order of weeks and thus shorter than the lifetime of the greenhouse
gases shown in Fig. 5. (Randel and Park, 2006) showed, using trajectory calculations,
that the monsoon anticyclone can trap air masses for up to several weeks depending
on altitude, with more effective confinement occurring at higher altitudes. Depending on15

a tracer’s lifetime, advection in the free troposphere and accumulation in the monsoon
plume may thus play an important role. The observation that for all discussed long-
lived tracers atmospheric mixing ratios decrease towards 40◦ N is in agreement with
the concept of air being confined in the anticyclone by a northern barrier hindering
transport to latitudes further north.20

4.4 Plume shape and position

In a simplifying approach, the spatial distributions of trace gas mixing ratios in the
monsoon plume can be approximated by a Gaussian. Gaussian fits were applied to
the observed latitudinal distributions, and from these mean latitudinal positions of the
respective trace gas plumes and their maximum mixing ratios at these latitudes were25

determined. For CO, the continuous on-line measurements have been used. The
inferred maximum mixing ratios are shown in Fig. 7a for May through September. For
April and October the mean values over the latitude range 12–40◦ N are shown. For
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all four gases an increase throughout summer and a subsequent steep decrease at
the end of the summer monsoon season is observed. CH4 and SF6 show a smooth
and monotonous increase from April through August. CO and N2O behave similar, but
show a local maximum in June.

Figure 7b shows the latitudes at which the maximum mixing ratios are reached from5

May through September. Again, for all gases a similar systematic behavior is observed
with the northernmost position being reached in August followed by a southward shift
in September. The plume position as determined from the fits for these gases varies
only within 2–7◦ during one month. This scatter is mainly due to the values determined
for SF6 for which the plume is slightly less well defined. For SF6 the mixing ratios are10

lowest, and the analytic uncertainty is, with a value of 0.9%, larger than for the other
compounds. For SF6 the uncertainty of the plume position varies from 1.1◦ to 3.5◦

(1-σ-uncertainty from fit). For CH4 and N2O the uncertainty of the plume latitude varies
between 0.4◦ and 1.6◦, for CO, for which the fit is performed using high resolution data,
it is always below 0.1◦. The relative error of the maximum mixing ratio is up to 14%. For15

CH4, N2O, and SF6, the resulting functions are included in the latitudinal distributions
shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 7c shows the concomitant changes in wind speed and H2O mixing ratios. The
latitude at which maximum values of the zonal wind speed were observed indicates the
latitudinal shift of the westerly jet, related to the migration of the monsoon anticyclone.20

From May until July, the maximum wind speed is observed at increasingly northern
latitudes. In August, September and October a southward movement of the jet is ob-
served. In addition, the latitude at which a zonal wind speed of ∼0 m/s is observed,
marking the position of the center of the anticyclonic circulation, is shown. It is located
around 25◦ N in June, July and August, but further south in April, May and October. As25

an indicator of convective activity the latitude at which a H2O mixing ratio of 100 ppm is
observed is also shown. At more southern latitudes H2O mixing ratios exceed 100 ppm,
at more northern latitudes they are lower, as can also be seen in Fig. 6. A clear north-
ward shift of this latitude is observed from May to June. In parallel to the position of
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the anticyclonic center, indicated by zonal wind speeds of 0 m/s, the convective region
does not progress north from June to August. Both observables show a southward shift
from August to September, following the monsoon retreat. While the measurements of
wind speed and H2O indicate little change in convective activity from June to August
the maximum greenhouse gas mixing ratios are observed in August. This again shows5

that trapping of air masses in the circulation and accumulation of trace gases may play
an important role, mostly relevant for longer-lived tracers.

The monsoon activity has strong variations on different timescales throughout one
season which can cause short-time variations in the chemical composition of the atmo-
sphere (Fujinami and Yasunari, 2004; Randel and Park, 2006). Maximum CO values10

can also be influenced by single pollution events. The CARIBIC flights took place
once per month during three consecutive days yielding the first systematic in-situ ob-
servations of trace gases inside the monsoon plume. Although the observations do
not represent monthly averages, they give a consistent picture of the highly systematic
evolution of the plume reflecting the progression of the Indian summer monsoon.15

5 Trace gas enhancement in the monsoon plume

5.1 Enhancements of CH4, SF6, and N2O

In the Northern Hemisphere, ground station measurements show a pronounced sea-
sonal cycle for CH4 with a smaller amplitude at high altitude locations and a strong
north-south gradient. Usually, a summer minimum is observed, predominantly due to20

reaction of CH4 with OH (Dlugokencky et al., 1994). In contrast, satellite observations
and model simulations show a summer maximum in the free troposphere at 10–40◦ N.
Relative maxima of CH4 are seen over the Asian and the North American monsoon re-
gions and are associated with enhanced vertical transport (Park et al., 2004). Figure 8a
again shows the latitudinal distributions of CH4 observed by CARIBIC. The measure-25

ments in April and October show an increase in mixing ratios with increasing latitude as
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observed by ground based measurements (Dlugokencky et al., 1994). But rather than
a summer minimum, from June through August increasing mixing ratios are observed,
in agreement with satellite observations.

To estimate the increase of the atmospheric methane load in the monsoon region,
both, the seasonal and latitudinal variations of the atmospheric background need to5

be considered first. A background concentration is derived from the monthly mean
values obtained from flask measurements at MLO in 2008 (Dlugokencky et al., 2009)
and the latitudinal trend calculated from the CARIBIC October data. The resulting
background estimates are shown as solid lines in Fig. 8a. Open symbols indicate
samples with CH4 mixing below this background level. The latitudinal extension of the10

monsoon plume along the CARIBIC flight path indicated by the vertical dashed lines is
defined by all samples with CH4 mixing ratios above the background level. Although
there is not yet a distinct plume in April, five samples south of 25◦ N show enhanced
mixing ratios relative to the background. From May through September, CH4 mixing
ratios in the plume are significantly higher than the background values with a maximum15

enhancement of ∼123 ppb observed at 28◦ N in August.
For SF6, shown in Fig. 8b, no plume structure is evident in the latitudinal distributions

for April and October. In April, a mean value of 6.41±0.01 ppt is observed, in October
it is 6.54±0.01 ppt, resulting from an average monthly increase of 0.022 ppt. This is
consistent with a value of 0.021 ppt month−1 derived from all available CARIBIC data20

north of 10◦ N covering the time 1999–2001 and 2007–2009. Assuming the absence
of a seasonal cycle and a linear trend for tropospheric SF6 allows an estimate to be
made how large the background values would have been during the summer months
if vertical transport would not have been enhanced in the monsoon region (solid hori-
zontal lines in Fig. 8b). The CARIBIC observations in October do not show a latitudinal25

variation. In April, three samples collected north of 35◦ N show higher SF6 mixing ratios
than the more southerly samples. These three samples also have lower N2O mixing
ratios, but do not show deviations in CH4 or CO. Although the corresponding PV in-
tegrals are low (0.51–0.61 PVU), the three samples are separated from the monsoon
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region by a high PV intrusion (PV=1.6–3.1 PVU) extending through the CARIBIC flight
track at ∼35–28◦ N (van Velthoven, 2009). O3 mixing ratios in this filament exceeded
200 ppbv with maximum values of 460–490 ppb. This feature persisted for the three
days during which the four successive CARIBIC flights took place, including the final
two flights during which no sampling was performed. The samples collected in this high5

PV area were excluded in the present analysis, as only tropospheric samples are con-
sidered. Across the high PV area, the SF6 mixing ratio exhibits a gradient with values
below 6.45 ppt in the south and higher values in the north. Northwest of this feature,
where the samples with high SF6 mixing ratios were collected, a small anticyclone was
located over the Arabian peninsula embedded in the westerly jet, clearly separated10

from the monsoon anticyclone that was centered around 15◦ N. For this flight, back-
ward trajectories for all aircraft positions north of 20◦ N are influenced by the westerly
jet and do not originate from the monsoon region. The SF6 enhancement is thus not
related to convection in the monsoon region. Hence, the assumption of a constant SF6
background in the monsoon regions seems justified. Throughout summer not only the15

maximum mixing ratios increase in the plume, as shown in Fig. 7, but also the elevation
relative to the background shows a clear seasonality. The maximum enhancement of
0.26 ppt in an individual sample is observed in August at 30◦ N.

N2O has a weak seasonal cycle in the NH troposphere, with a minimum in summer.
Morgan et al. (2004) pointed out that the observed summer minimum in the N2O sea-20

sonal cycle is caused by the downward flux of N2O depleted stratospheric air at high
latitudes. Since rapid vertical transport occurs in the monsoon region, and the upper
level anticyclonic circulation is associated with enhanced transport of tropospheric air
into the stratosphere rather than vice versa (Chen, 1995; Traub and Lelieveld, 2003;
Fu et al., 2006; Krishnamurti et al., 2008), influx of stratospheric air is unlikely to in-25

fluence N2O mixing ratios in the monsoon plume, and thus a summer minimum is
not expected in the monsoon region. Figure 8c shows the latitudinal distributions of
N2O measured during the CARIBIC flights. The solid lines indicate background mix-
ing ratios derived from N2O data from the NOAA/ESRL halocarbons in situ program
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(Dutton et al., 2009). Given are monthly median values calculated from hourly col-
lected air samples analyzed with a gas chromatograph at the Mauna Loa Observatory.
In Fig. 8c, the seasonal cycle of N2O is not obvious in the MLO data, because it is
masked by the continuous increase, and highest mixing ratios at MLO are observed
in October. This is not the case for the CARIBIC data. In the monsoon region, higher5

mixing ratios are observed in summer than in October, with mixing ratios in the plume
clearly exceeding the background levels at MLO.

5.2 Quantification of tracer enhancements

Considering all samples with CH4 mixing ratios above the Mauna Loa reference line
for the respective month defines the spatial extension of the monsoon plume along the10

CARIBIC flight track. In Fig. 8, the latitude range that is covered by the plume samples
is indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The area between the data points and the
background then yields the excess amount of CH4 in the atmosphere that is contained
in the monsoon plume. From the integration of the observed trace gas mixing ratios
over the latitude range defined by the samples with elevated CH4, the mean mixing15

ratio increase in the plume can be calculated for each gas. Note that the Gaussian
fits in Fig. 8 are included for illustration only, and all integrations have been performed
numerically using the measured mixing ratios and sampling positions. Table 1 lists the
average increase of CH4, SF6, N2O, CO2 and CO for April through September. The
numbers for CO have been calculated from the continuous measurements using mean20

values observed at MLO as reference values (Novelli and Masarie, 2009).
In April, no significant increase in the mixing ratios at flight altitude is observed for

all gases except for N2O. The observed SF6 increase is close to 0 ppt, indicating
little convective activity, and the CH4 increase is only 12.03 ppb, close to the standard
deviation of the data which is 10.31 ppb. For CH4 and CO, initially strongly increasing25

enhancements are observed with maxima in August and lower values in September.
This pattern is similar for SF6, except that in May the increase is almost as strong as in
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August. This is plausible if air masses would have mainly originated from industrialized
regions with strong local SF6 sources.

For N2O, a higher value is observed in August compared to July and September, but
the maximum enhancement is observed in June. In April, the increase is similar to that
in September. Figure 8 shows that in April the background level from MLO corresponds5

to the mixing ratios measured in the samples that were collected north of the high PV
intrusion, while the samples collected further south have higher values. Throughout
the summer, the CARIBIC observations approach the MLO background at the edges
of the plume, and in October both data sets agree over the whole latitude range. Var-
ious studies on N2O emissions from rice paddies show strong variations depending10

on fertilization and water management (e.g., Cai et al., 1997; Akiyama et al., 2005,
and references therein). Especially flooding practices such as intermittent drainages
of rice paddies may influence N2O emissions. It was found that emissions of CH4 and
N2O do not occur simultaneously. CH4 is mainly emitted during the growing season,
when rice paddies are flooded, while the monsoon convection is active. In contrast,15

N2O emissions occur mainly during the fallow period (Cai et al., 1997; Nishimura et al.,
2004) after the growing season, and over a short time interval at the beginning of the
irrigation period, earlier than the CH4 emissions. The different seasonality of emissions
could thus explain the relatively large increase observed in N2O mixing ratios in June.

CO2 shows an insignificant increase in April and May and a somewhat larger en-20

hancement in June, indicating that at the beginning of the monsoon period, when the
strong convection sets in, ground level mixing ratios of CO2 are still relatively high.
This indicates that, although the monsoon onset with strong rainfall happens in late
May/early June, there is a delay in the uptake of CO2 by the vegetation that is reflected
in a delay in the upper troposphere seasonal cycle. From July through August, a de-25

crease in the CO2 mixing ratio is observed in the plume. The minimum in the seasonal
cycle occurs in September when also the decrease relative to MLO is largest.
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5.3 Structure of the plume

During its seasonal evolution the plume is changing in size, and it is moving northwest
during the growing phase and southeast during the monsoon retreat. With summer
progressing, the CARIBIC transect therefore probes different parts of the upper level
anticyclone. Comparing outbound and return flights which, as mentioned above, show5

a systematic difference in flight altitude, higher water vapor mixing ratios were found
for the southernmost samples upon leaving Chennai. These samples are collected
about 1.5–3 km lower than the corresponding samples from the outbound flights. In
the greenhouse gas distributions no influence of the altitude can be seen, and this is
also the case for CO and O3. This indicates that in the altitude range 8–12 km there is10

little vertical structure in the plume for the longer-lived gases.
The CARIBIC aircraft crosses the plume at 55–80◦ E. The maximum greenhouse

gas mixing ratios are observed around 28◦ N 65◦ E, while the center of the anticyclone,
where maximum mixing ratios of CH4 occur, is located further east, around 28◦ N 80◦ E.
There, CH4 mixing ratios are higher but currently nothing is known about the SF6 con-15

centrations. Comparing the enhancement of both, CH4 and N2O, to that of SF6, reveals
systematic differences for the samples collected near the plume center and those col-
lected close to the plume edge. Here, plume center denotes the region where maxi-
mum mixing ratios were observed along the CARIBIC flight track west of the center of
the anticyclonic circulation.20

Calculating
∆cCH4
∆cSF6

for each individual sample that has a CH4 mixing ratio above the

background (filled symbols in Fig. 8, 62 samples in total), indeed shows variations
across the plume with maximum values around 24◦ N and the lowest values at the

northern plume edge. A similar distribution is found for
∆cN2O

∆cSF6
. For both ratios there is

a weak correlation with horizontal wind speed. An explanation for this pattern could be25

transport of air from the plume center towards its edge and the mixing with air that has

been transported upwards earlier. The ratio
∆cCO2
∆cSF6

also shows a gradient across the
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plume with higher values in the center in June and lower values during the subsequent
months. In June, a relatively high CO2 mixing ratio is observed around 24◦ N because
ground level mixing ratios are still high in the beginning of the growing season. In
the following months, convection becomes stronger, uplifting more air with a high SF6
content but with less CO2. Air from the plume center diverges with the large-scale5

circulation, thereby experiencing mixing with older plume air.
Backward trajectories based on ECMWF data show systematic patterns depending

on the sampling location. Figure 9 (top panel) shows two examples of 10-day backward
trajectories from a flight from Frankfurt to Chennai on 13 August 2008, one collected at
38.3◦ N 42.2◦ E, the second collected at 25.3◦ N 66.6◦ E. Blue colors indicate high alti-10

tudes, red and yellow colors indicate low altitudes. The trajectories are calculated over
the sampling period for every 6 s of flight. For the northern sample the trajectory bundle
is very compact with little dispersion. The air is moving rapidly within the outer parts of
the anticyclone at altitudes above 250 hPa, without ground contact over the period of
ten days. Similar trajectories are found for all samples collected in the monsoon plume15

north of 30◦ N. This air has already been part of the anticyclonic circulation for more
than one week. A detailed analysis of chemical ages of air masses in the plume per-
formed using non-methane hydrocarbon measurements will be published separately
(Baker et al., 2010).

In contrast, trajectories for samples from the plume center and from the southern part20

of the circulation are much more diverse, usually with ground contact one to four days
prior to sampling, so that the air had only recently been uplifted. The trajectory bundle
is less compact and usually spreads over a larger area at altitudes below 300 hPa.
The example in Fig. 9 illustrates the transport of air over the Arabian Sea towards
the Indian subcontinent at altitudes below 850 hPa. Between 80◦ E and 95◦ E the flow25

turns around, and the air masses ascend, ultimately entering the upper tropospheric
circulation. Also the trajectory patterns for samples collected south of 30◦ N are less
homogeneous than for the northern samples. For all samples collected south of 20◦ N
the turning point of the air flow is located over the Indian landmass or over the Bay of
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Bengal, close to the Indian east coast. For these samples, emissions from the densely
populated subcontinent will mainly influence free tropospheric trace gas mixing ratios.
For samples collected between 20◦ N and 30◦ N the position of the turning point varies.
Often it lies over the Bay of Bengal, or the turn may occur over the western part of
Mainland Southeast Asia. Here, greenhouse emissions are generally lower than from5

the densely populated northern Indian plains. Emission values quoted for India have
therefore been used as a reference. Of the 62 plume samples only five trajectories
indicate an influence of emissions east of 100◦ E. These regions are thus unlikely to
influence the CARIBIC measurements in the western part of the anticyclone.

Figure 9 (bottom panel) shows a calculation of five day forward trajectories originat-10

ing along the flight path of the CARIBIC aircraft for the flight section between 12:00 UTC
and 18:00 UTC, for every 3 min of flight. The forward calculation also shows the air flow
in the westerly jet north of the monsoon anticyclone that is crossed between ∼42◦ N
and ∼32◦ N. Air masses encountered south of ∼32◦ N are part of the anticyclonic cir-
culation. Air masses around ∼32◦ N that are transported with the monsoon circulation15

may eventually enter the jet stream to be transported east across the Pacific.

6 Estimates of emissions from the monsoon region

6.1 Scheme for emission estimates

Relating the measurements in the monsoon plume for the different tracers allows an
estimate of the emissions during the monsoon period if the emissions of one of the20

measured tracers are known. In addition, it is required that the compared tracers be-
have similarly during atmospheric transport. Due to their long lifetimes, the greenhouse
gases CH4, SF6, N2O, and CO2 can be considered as chemically inert tracers during
the four months duration of the monsoon period. For CO, with a lifetime of the order
of weeks to months, this may still be an acceptable approximation. From the suite of25

tracers measured on the CARIBIC air samples, SF6 has been chosen as reference gas
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because it is a chemically inert, purely anthropogenic tracer with sources in the South
Asian monsoon region that can be assumed to have no seasonal variation.

Frequently, the source-tracer-ratio (STR) method is used to derive emission esti-
mates for a tracer that is measured under the same conditions as a second tracer
for which emission rates are known. Emissions are estimated from the correlations5

of tracer mixing ratios, and for example CH4 emissions ECH4
can be calculated from

emissions ESF6
of SF6 as

ECH4
=ESF6

·ERCH4/SF6
, (1)

ERCH4/SF6
being the emission ratio of CH4 to SF6 calculated from the correlation of

both tracers in the plume (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). The successful usage of SF6 as10

a reference tracer using this source-tracer-ratio method in tracer release experiments
has for example been reported in Lamb et al. (1995); Möllmann-Coers et al. (2002).
This method assumes the two gases to be emitted from similarly spatially distributed
sources and to exhibit identical behavior during atmospheric transport. In the case of
the monsoon plume, emission sources are situated in the boundary layer and polluted15

air is transported into the free troposphere by convection. Because the source region
can be considered as a mosaic of point and extended sources, mixing is inherent,
apart from large scale systematic differences. Equation (1) does not demand a priori
assumptions about the tracer background concentrations in the free troposphere.

Figure 10 shows as an example the correlations of CH4, N2O, and CO for Septem-20

ber. The correlation coefficients r are 0.49 (CH4), 0.70 (N2O), and 0.58 (CO). Also
shown are the respective regression lines and the reference values that were used as
background values previously. For all tracers, including CO2 which is not shown here,
the chosen background values fall within the confidence band of the regression line.
The correlation slopes are determined using weighted orthogonal regression, errors25

are calculated considering the analytical uncertainty of each data point. Because the
range of mixing ratios in the plume is rather small, and the reference gas SF6 has the
largest measurement uncertainty of the discussed tracers, this results in large uncer-
tainties in the estimated emission ratios. The tracer correlations are only statistically
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significant (on the 95% level) in July and September, and no significant correlation was
found for CO2, which limits the applicability of the STR method for the current dataset.

A second way to estimate emissions is to compare the enhancement of the tracers
relative to the atmospheric background (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). This will be re-
ferred to as background method. In this case, assumptions need to be made about5

tracer background mixing ratios. A mixing ratio increase ∆c in the plume relative to
the background value c indicates the existence of an additional net flux ϕ in summer,
driven by convection. Assuming this flux to be proportional to the observed increase
of mixing ratios, ϕ∼∆c , allows to estimate the summer increase of CH4 emissions.
Surface emissions E represent a flux into the boundary layer of which a fraction f <110

is transported rapidly up to the plume altitude. This fraction is determined by the local
strength of the convective activity. Assuming rapid convective transport without dilution
and sinks, ϕ=f ·E , and the increase of mixing ratios ∆c is proportional to the emissions
E . The same ratio applies for the other fluxes into the monsoon plume and for the
corresponding fluxes out of the boundary layer15

∆cCH4

∆cSF6

=
ϕCH4

ϕSF6

=
f ·ECH4

f ·ESF6

=
ECH4

ESF6

, (2)

and the summer time emission of CH4 can be estimated as

ECH4
=ESF6

·
∆cCH4

∆cSF6

. (3)

Supposed that SF6 emissions remain constant during the monsoon period, it follows
that the additional SF6 in the plume is entirely due to more effective vertical transport20

during the monsoon period. Emissions of CH4, N2O and CO can then be calculated
for the monsoon months relative to the emissions of SF6, and if these are known,
absolute fluxes can be derived. Thereby it is again assumed that emissions of SF6
and the other gases occur from similarly distributed sources, and the same fraction f
of the emissions is transported by convection into the free troposphere, not taking into25
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account regional differences in convection strength. In addition, the assumption of
proportionality between the fraction of the emissions that is transported into the free
troposphere and ∆c is based on the prerequisite that tropospheric sinks are the same
for both gases. SF6 has no tropospheric sink, and due to the rapid vertical transport
and the long lifetime this assumption is certainly justified for CH4, CO2, and N2O and5

to first approximation also for CO.
While SF6 is an industrial tracer, the most important CH4 sources in the monsoon

region are rice paddies, wetlands, landfills, and ruminants. N2O is emitted mainly
from soils (Mosier et al., 1998) and estimations of the contribution of rice farming have
large uncertainties (Akiyama et al., 2005). These different sources will most likely10

not be strictly co-located. However, for all gases, strong emissions originate in the
densely populated Ganges-Indus plains in Northern India from industrial and agricul-
tural sources. Different types of emission sources are distributed over this region, and
it can be assumed that transport into the free troposphere occurs under similar condi-
tions for all gases.15

In the following, the EDGAR database (V4.0, Olivier et al., 2005, data obtained
from http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.php) is used as a reference for greenhouse
gas emission rates. For most source categories listed in the emission database, India
is the country with the highest emissions in the monsoon region. In particular, emis-
sions of SF6 in South Asia are only quoted for India (contributing 85%) and Pakistan20

(15%). As SF6 emissions are closely related to production and transmission of electric-
ity, other countries in this region will likely emit SF6, too. For India, SF6 emissions ESF6

of 0.192 Gg are reported for 2005, corresponding to a mean monthly flux of 0.016 Gg
or 0.11×106 mol/month. In contrast, strong CH4 sources are located around the Bay
of Bengal and highest yearly emissions are quoted for India and Bangladesh. Trajec-25

tories indicate that the CARIBIC measurements are strongly influenced by emissions
from the Indian subcontinent (see also Sect. 5.3), therefore the most recent emission
rates quoted for India will be used for comparison. But it has to be reiterated that the
footprint is not completely the same for all tracers due to the distribution of sources.
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Based on the value of 0.11×106 mol/month for SF6 emissions, both, Eqs. (3) and
(1) have been used to derive emission estimates for each month during the monsoon
period. To determine the value of ∆c, for each gas a numerical integration of trace
gas mixing ratios over latitude was performed for the samples that were collected in
the plume. This procedure yields an average mixing ratio increase in the plume (cf.5

Table 1). The errors of the obtained emission rates were estimated from the mixing ratio
difference observed in samples collected at the same latitude within one day during
consecutive flights and from the standard deviation observed in October and April. For
the determination of

cCH4
cSF6

a linear fit was applied to the correlation of mixing ratios

for the samples collected in the monsoon plume using weighted orthogonal distance10

regression (ODRPACK, Boggs and Rogers, 1990). The error of the slope is calculated
from the measurement uncertainty of each individual data point (Press, 2007). As
mentioned previously, it has to be noted that according to a t-test the correlations of
CH4, N2O, and CO with SF6 were not significant in June and August, and for N2O also
in July. Thus, large uncertainties are associated with this method. Table 2 lists the15

emissions of CH4, N2O, and CO obtained from Eq. (3) for June through September
based on an annual SF6 flux of 0.192 Gg. Finally, Table 3 shows the resulting emission
estimates from the STR-method. Results derived from non-significant correlations are
set in parentheses. The results from both methods agree within ∼30% for the months
with significant correlations, differences are largest for CH4 in June and August, for20

N2O in August, and for CO in June.

6.2 CH4 emissions

In India, CH4 emissions are dominated by enteric fermentation (ruminants) for which no
seasonal dependence is expected. In the surrounding countries, this is not a relevant
source of CH4. The most important source type with seasonal variation of emissions25

in the monsoon region is rice cultivation, whose contribution to the total CH4 emissions
varies strongly for the different countries from 8% (Bhutan) up to 51% (Sri Lanka) with
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a regional mean value of 28% in 2005. In India, in 2005, 3.9 Tg out of 28.1 Tg total
emissions are attributed to rice cultivation (13%).

The above integration-based estimate results in an average CH4 emission rate of
1.5 Tg/month during the monsoon months. This is lower than the monthly average of
2.34 Tg/month derived from India’s total estimated emissions in 2005 which points to5

a possible overestimation of CH4 emissions or an underestimation of SF6 emissions in
South Asia, or both. Another reason for this relatively low value may be the position

of the flight track. Along the flight track, slightly lower values for
∆cCH4
∆cSF6

were observed

towards the plume edge. It is therefore likely that this fraction reaches its maximum in
the center of the anticyclone, where, according to satellite observations, also CH4 mix-10

ing ratios are highest. Emission estimates based on measurements off the center of
the anticyclone may thus be too low, because the relative increase of CH4 and SF6 in
the plume may be different. Then again, maximum mixing ratios of ∼1900 ppb derived
from satellite observations during 2003–2007 are similar to the maximum value mea-
sured by CARIBIC in 2008. From comparisons with the TM3 model it was concluded15

from this data that CH4 emissions from rice farming are possibly overestimated in the
model (Xiong et al., 2009).

For all three gases, CH4, N2O, and CO, the CARIBIC estimates show variations
from month to month. Emissions of CH4 increase strongly during the summer. This
tendency can be explained by a strong increase in emissions from sources such as rice20

paddies, wetlands and landfills during the rainy season. Indeed, the largest sources
in India for which a seasonal variation related to the monsoon rains is conceivable
are waste water treatment (4.24 Tg), rice agriculture (3.9 Tg), manure management
(1.1 Tg), and waste management (1.1 Tg), in sum accounting for ∼1/3 of the total emis-
sions of 28.1 Tg. During the monsoon period, CH4 emissions strongly increase due25

to emissions from rice paddies, landfills, and wetlands over most of Asia (Bogner and
Spokas, 1993; Chen and Prinn, 2006; Khalil and Butenhoff, 2008). Recent estimates
of the total contribution of CH4 emissions from rice farming to the global methane bud-
get vary between 39 Tg/a (12%) (Olivier et al., 2005) and 112 Tg/a (26%) (Chen and
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Prinn, 2006). Although numerous field studies on methane fluxes from rice paddies
are available, the global budget remains difficult to quantify, mainly because emissions
have strong temporal and spatial variations, even in one location (Jain et al., 2000;
Wassmann et al., 2000; Khalil and Butenhoff, 2008). Methane emissions also depend
on agricultural practices such as irrigation patterns, that are varying in different loca-5

tions and may even vary from season to season (Cai et al., 1997; Huang et al., 2004).
Although absolute CH4 fluxes are not very well known, the seasonality derived from
the CARIBIC observations is consistent with the expected strong influence of rice agri-
culture and seasonally important sources such as wetlands.

6.3 Emissions of N2O and CO10

Emissions of N2O are particularly difficult to assess because individual sources such
as soil emissions or indirect emissions from rice farming may undergo very different
seasonal variations. N2O emissions derived from the CARIBIC data show a decrease
from 114.5 Gg to 43.4 Gg throughout the summer. This is consistent with results from
observations in rice paddies showing an anti-correlation between CH4 and N2O emis-15

sions (Nishimura et al., 2004). In the EDGAR inventory, emissions of 632 Gg were
quoted for 2005, corresponding to average monthly emissions of 52.7 Gg/month. This
is somewhat smaller than the average value of 72.0 Gg/month derived from the obser-
vations. However, the monthly mean value from the data archive does not consider the
seasonality of emissions from different sources.20

CO has a much shorter lifetime than CH4, therefore, its sink is more important, and
the assumption of insignificant losses is not valid. While losses during the convective
vertical transport are small because it happens rapidly, CO reacts with OH at higher
altitudes while air masses are transported within the anticyclone. With a rate coefficient
of k =1.5×10−13×(1+0.6p) cm3s−1, at a pressure of p=200 hPa and an OH concentra-25

tion [OH]=1×106 cm−3 for 12 h per day (Spivakovsky et al., 2000; DeMore et al., 1997)
about 80% of the initial CO will be left after one month. The above calculation is there-
fore expected to underestimate the monthly emissions accordingly. In addition, satellite
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observations (Kar et al., 2004; Park et al., 2009) indicate that the maximum CO mix-
ing ratios in the plume center exceed the maximum value of ∼110 ppb measured by
CARIBIC so that the position of the flight route west of the center may also result in an
underestimation of emissions.

The estimated emissions of CO are lower at the beginning of the monsoon season.5

A plausible reason for this is a decrease in emissions from wildfires and agricultural
biomass burning during the rainy season. Consequently, CO emissions will mainly
originate from industrial sources, transportation and from domestic biofuel use, and
their location will be similar to the distribution of SF6 sources. On average, a value of
1.2 Tg/month is obtained during the monsoon period. The most recent data available10

is for 2000 (EDGAR 3.2 Fast Track 2000). Total emissions of 63.8 Tg are quoted for
India, including a contribution from biomass burning averaged for 1997–2001. This
corresponds to a mean value of 5.3 Tg/month, considerably more than what is derived
here from the CARIBIC flights. A seasonality of emissions is not resolved in the EDGAR
data archive, and the monthly mean value derived from the yearly emissions from15

the data archive is most likely an overestimate during summer, because it does not
consider an emission decrease in summer. Biomass burning emission data, based on
GFED v2 data (Randerson et al., 2007), show a peak in CO emissions from biomass
burning in spring in mainland Southeast Asia and minimum biomass burning activity
during summer.20

6.4 The CO2 flux

The last column of Table 2 lists ECO2
according to Eq. (3). CO2 has strong emissions

from fossil fuel, biofuel, and wood burning, but there is also a very large downward
flux due to uptake of CO2 by the vegetation during the growing season. Thus, this
number ECO2

does not quantify emissions into the free troposphere but rather a net25

flux of CO2. This flux is positive in June but changes sign in July reflecting the CO2
uptake by the biosphere. This downward flux peaks in September when the lowest
mixing ratios are observed at flight altitude. In August, the CO2 uptake seems to be
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lower, parallel to a lower CH4 flux derived for this month, although plant growth and
thus photosynthesis are not expected to weaken then. A possible explanation may be
the variability of the monsoon activity. Randel and Park (2006) showed that variations
in the convection strength, so-called active and break phases of the monsoon, are also
reflected in upper tropospheric trace gas concentrations. In August, the upward vertical5

wind speed measured by the aircraft systems was lower around 20◦ N, while the highest
values were encountered in September. Therefore, the flux decrease in August could
reflect a decrease in convective activity masking increased emissions and uptake. The
CARIBIC flights took place within three consecutive days during each month. Despite
the highly systematic pattern, the representativeness of the data cannot be determined.10

7 Summary and conclusions

Trace gas measurements from aboard the CARIBIC passenger aircraft during flights
between Germany and India in 2008 show a clear monsoon signature in the free tro-
posphere south of 40◦ N at altitudes between 8 and 12.5 km. The analytical precision
of the measurements is good, but improvement for SF6 is desirable. The most promi-15

nent feature is an enhancement in CH4 mixing ratios, accompanied by elevated levels
of SF6, N2O, and CO throughout the summer monsoon season. These tracers ap-
pear to be closely related, showing increasing mixing ratios from May through August
followed by a decrease in September. Latitudinal distributions of mixing ratios show
a similar plume structure for these four gases. In parallel to the change in maximum20

mixing ratios, a change in the plume position and extension occurs. From May through
August, the plume is expanding and moving northwest, whereas in September during
the retreat of the monsoon the plume shifts southeast. In October, after the monsoon
season, no enhancement is observed. Elevated mixing ratios are also observed for wa-
ter vapor. Because of its short lifetime, advection in the free troposphere plays a less25

important role for water vapor, and its plume does not move northward but is station-
ary, extending up to 30◦ N. Water vapor mixing ratios are anti-correlated with mixing
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ratios of O3, consistent with the concept that convective mixing moistens the upper
troposphere and reduces O3.

The monsoon system over South Asia is associated with strong convective transport.
At low altitudes, clean marine boundary layer air is transported towards the Asian land-
mass, and over the continent it is mixed with pollution. Trajectory calculations illustrate5

this transport of marine boundary layer air towards the Indian subcontinent followed by
convective uplifting into the free troposphere. Air sampled in the northern part of the
upper tropospheric anticyclone has generally traveled with the high altitude circulation
for over one week, while trajectories for samples collected in the southern part of the
anticyclone show recent ground contact, usually within the last four days prior to sam-10

pling. From the trajectory calculations it can be inferred that mainly emissions from
India and the countries around the Bay of Bengal influence the measurements, while
emissions from South-East Asia are less likely to be transported westward.

Based on tracer-tracer correlations and on numerical integration of mixing ratios
across the plume, monthly emission rates were estimated for the monsoon period.15

Emissions from the EDGAR database for India have been used for comparison. Most
trajectories showed ground contact of air masses over the subcontinent, being one of
the most densely populated countries with the highest reported greenhouse gas emis-
sions in the monsoon region.

SF6 was used as a reference gas for emission estimates of CH4, N2O, and CO and20

for an estimate of the net flux of CO2 in the monsoon region using measurements
at the Mauna Loa observatory as background concentrations. Relating the observed
enhancement of free tropospheric mixing ratios to surface fluxes requires precise mea-
surements of a chemically inert tracer, that is emitted in the monsoon region without
seasonal variations or for which the seasonality of emissions is well known. Also the25

absolute emission rates need to be known. From the present data set the compound
that is therefore best suited for such emission estimates is SF6.

On average, for CH4 and CO, integration based emission estimates from the back-
ground method were lower than emission rates from the EDGAR database. For N2O,
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a higher value was found. Large uncertainties due to different regional emission pat-
terns related to different agricultural practices make it difficult to quantify the contribu-
tion of emissions from rice paddies to the global methane budget. Considered that India
is the main emitter of SF6 in the monsoon region, but only part of the CH4 emission
originate there, higher inferred CH4 fluxes would be expected. Keeping in mind the lim-5

itations of the approach, such as the usage of tracers from not co-located sources and
that only a small part of the complete plume is probed, these results point to a possible
underestimation of SF6 emissions in South Asia, an overestimation of CH4 emissions,
or both. The difference found for N2O is insignificant and could indicate a seasonality in
emissions not captured in the monthly mean emission rates derived from annual values10

in the database. The large difference found for CO remains puzzling. For CO2, a large
net flux into the biosphere is found for which we have no corresponding literature value.

Another open question is the small-scale structure in the latitudinal distributions that
may be related to the active and break phases of the monsoon. Besides the analysis for
greenhouse gases, the CARIBIC samples are also analyzed for various non-methane15

hydrocarbons (Baker et al., 2009) and halocarbons (O’Sullivan, 2007). Many of these
compounds are short-lived and due to their different reaction rates with the OH radical
can serve as photochemical “clocks”. Extending the analysis to shorter-lived species
may help to explain the structure of the plume structure in more detail. Of interest
are for example the ages of air masses in different parts of the plume, and the O320

production/destruction potential of non-methane hydrocarbons.
Hitherto, CARIBIC provides the only regular multi tracer in-situ measurements in the

monsoon plume. We hope that these data may serve as input for model comparisons
or comparisons with satellite data and may help to better constrain emission estimates
of the discussed greenhouse gases. In addition, it is hoped that in the future more in25

situ measurements of trace gases in the monsoon plume can be performed, including
higher precision measurements of SF6, preferably on a regular basis.
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Table 1. Enhancement of CH4, SF6, N2O, and CO2 during the monsoon period, integrating
along the CARIBIC flight track. No plume is observed in October.

∆CH4 ∆SF6 N2O ∆CO ∆CO2
[ppb] [ppt] [ppb] [ppbv] [ppm]

Error estimate ±10 ±0.02 ±0.1 ±5 ±0.3

April 12.03 −0.01 0.55 2.81 0.34
May 16.73 0.08 0.50 2.56 0.37
June 18.52 0.04 0.90 7.70 0.95
July 45.13 0.05 0.63 19.29 −1.10
August 65.76 0.09 0.81 29.36 −0.52
September 51.92 0.04 0.58 18.68 −1.65
October – – – – –

June–September av. 45.33 0.06 0.73 18.75 −0.58
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Table 2. Estimates of total net fluxes for CH4, N2O, CO, and CO2 based on India’s assumed
SF6 emissions in 2005. Error estimates are ∼50% for all tracers. Emission data from the
EDGAR inventory are for India in 2005 (v4.0, CH4, N2O) and 2000 (v3.2, CO).

CH4 N2O CO CO2
[Tg/month] [Gg/month] [Tg/month] [Tg/month]

June 0.9 114.5 0.7 121.2
July 1.6 60.6 1.3 −106.5
August 1.3 43.4 1.1 −28.1
September 2.3 69.6 1.6 −198.9

June–September av. 1.5 72.0 1.2 −53.1

EDGAR database 2.3 52.7 5.3 –
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Table 3. Estimates of total net fluxes for CH4, N2O, and CO based on India’s assumed SF6
emissions in 2005 using the STR-method. Emission data from the EDGAR inventory are for
2005 (CH4, N2O) and 2000 (CO). Values derived from non-significant correlations are set in
parentheses.

CH4 N2O CO
[Tg/month] [Gg/month] [Tg/month]

June (1.3±1.5) (109.1±146.5) (1.9±2.3)
July 1.4±0.7 (58.4± 32.5) 1.0±0.5
August (4.0±4.1) (12.5± 7.0) (1.0±0.6)
September 3.1±3.4 61.5± 46.6 1.9±1.8

June–September av. 2.5 60.4 1.5

EDGAR database 2.3 52.7 5.3
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Fig. 1. CARIBIC flights between Germany and India in 2008. Shown are the flight routes for
16 round trips between Frankfurt and Chennai from April to December 2008. On 9 round trips
air samples were taken at the positions indicated.
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Fig. 2. Zonal wind speed as a function of latitude observed during CARIBIC flights to India in
summer and winter 2008. Spring and autumn months are not shown. Positive wind speeds
indicate westerly flows, negative wind speeds easterly flows.
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Fig. 3. Wind speed at 250 hPa on 13 August 2008 for a CARIBIC flight from Germany to India.
Contours and coloring are in steps of 10 m/s for wind speeds between 20 m/s and 70 m/s.
The CARIBIC flight path is indicated by the solid line, markers show the positions where air
samples were collected.
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Fig. 4. Mixing ratios of CH4 as a function of latitude for flights between Frankfurt and Chennai
from April to October 2008. The horizontal lines indicate the respective mean mixing ratio
observed at Mauna Loa Observatory (19◦ N).
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Fig. 5. Latitudinal distributions of CH4, CO2, N2O, and SF6 from air samples and on-line
measured CO mixing ratios integrated over the sampling period for flights between Frankfurt
and Chennai in June, July, August, and September 2008. For CO2 the mean mixing ratio
observed at Mauna Loa Observatory (19◦ N) is indicated by a solid line.
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Fig. 6. Latitudinal distributions of H2O and O3 mixing ratios integrated over the sampling peri-
ods of whole air samples for flights between Frankfurt and Chennai in June, July, August and
September 2008.
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Fig. 7. (a) Maximum mixing ratios of CH4, CO, N2O, and SF6 observed in summer 2008 south
of 40◦ N. For April and October, when no monsoon plume is apparent, the monthly mean values
are plotted. (b) Latitudinal position at which the maximum mixing ratios of CH4, CO, N2O, and
SF6 were observed. (c) Latitudinal position of the maximum wind speed in the westerly jet
and the latitude where the zonal wind speed is 0 m/s, both indicating the latitudinal position of
the anticyclone. The latitude where a H2O mixing ratio of 100 ppm is observed indicates the
northern extension of the strong convection.
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Fig. 8. Latitudinal distributions of CH4 (a), SF6 (b), and N2O (c) for April–October 2008. For
May–September a Gaussian has been fit to the data. Solid lines indicate background levels
determined from the CARIBIC measurements in April and October for SF6 and from the Mauna
Loa Observatory for CH4 and N2O. All samples for which CH4 mixing ratios are above the
reference background are indicated by closed symbols, open symbols denote samples with
lower CH4 mixing ratios. The vertical dashed lines mark the integration limits used to calculate
the increase in the monsoon plume.
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Fig. 9. Top: Ten day backward trajectories for two samples collected on 13 August 2008 during
a flight from Frankfurt to Chennai. Along the trajectories, small markers indicate time steps of
24 h, the large symbols denote the sampling positions. Bottom: Five day forward trajectories
calculated every 3 min along the flight track on 13 August 2008.
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Fig. 10. Correlation of CH4, N2O, and CO with SF6 in the monsoon plume in September. The
black lines result from a weighted orthogonal distance regression, the black squares indicate
the background mixing ratios (SF6 interpolated from CARIBIC data, CH4 and CO mean value,
N2O median observed at MLO in September 2008).
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